Le Navire de bois (Le Fleuve sans rives, #1)
Hans Henny Jahnn
Achevé en 1936, Le Navire de bois constitue le best volet de l. a. trilogie romanesque publiée à
titre posthume par Walter Muschg, Fleuve sans Rives. Comme Andreas de Hoffmannsthal, Le
Procès de Kafka et L’Homme sans qualités de Musil, l. a. trilogie fait partie des grandes œuvres
en prose de notre siècle restées inachevées. Comme dans ses autres œuvres, et notamment
son théâtre, Jahnn conduit ses personnages jusqu’au aspect de rupture où les forces, soudain
libérées, se déchaînent. "Ce que nous accordons aux tragiques du passé, écrivait Hans
Wolffheim en 1966, à propos de l’auteur du Navire de bois, nous devons le concéder au poète
moderne : d’être, au-delà des conventions bourgeoises, un créateur de mythes, de proposer
donc des photographs archétypiques de l’homme qui font peut-être éclater ces conventions. Il
se pourrait qu’on y découvre plus de vérité que dans les icônes confortables de nos normes
sociales." Chez Jahnn, comme chez Kafka, des acteurs cheminent sans but, presque sans
chemin. Ils n’avancent plus, de peur de reculer. Ils voudraient marcher, s’élancer, mais ils
craignent de marcher à l’envers. Jamais plus les pas ne s’enchaînent. Tout l’effort de
l’écrivain consiste à les égarer davantage, à les perdre, motor vehicle l’idée du "chemin" est
encore une entrave : "quand on dit que le chemin est plus vital que le but, c’est en memento
d’un Le Navire de bois (Le Fleuve sans rives, #1) début où ils ont été identiques." (Jünger, Les
Ciseaux) Pour complaire à sa fiancée, los angeles fille d’un capitaine de marine, Gustav décide
à l’improviste de l’accompagner dans un voyage sur un étrange navire de bois, véritable
labyrinthe, transportant une cargaison mystérieuse vers une vacation spot inconnue. Seule
femme à bord, Ellena devient l’objet des fantasmes de tous les hommes. Un jour, elle a disparu
; en tentant de los angeles retrouver, Gustav provoque involontairement le naufrage du navire.
À l. a. fois roman de haute mer, de los angeles veine des Melville et Conrad, mettant l’homme
aux prises avec les éléments, et intrigue policière, comme Le Procès de Kafka, ce récit allie un
réalisme extreme à un univers intérieur et symbolique : Le Navire de bois (Le Fleuve sans rives,
#1) le mystère ou l’absurdité de l’existence, los angeles solitude des êtres, leur imprecise
culpabilité.
http://www.mytwostotinki.com/?p=592The wood send is the debate of the town. while the
attractive huge three-master arrives on the unnamed port (maybe Hamburg, the author's
domestic city), the electorate are greater than a piece puzzled. The wood send is all teak and
oak and it appears a lot too stylish to be Le Navire de bois (Le Fleuve sans rives, #1) a regular
freighter. (Hans Henny Jahnn, the writer of The Ship, used to be not just a well-known organbuilder but in addition the son of a boat carpenter, which helped him to make the outline of the
send so convincing.)Unknown shipment is unloaded, the landlord is pushing aside the workforce
and leaving simply guards (with whom he beverages virtually each evening at the ship). After
your time a brand new staff is employed and below the supervision of an individual who's known
as the Supercargo - later we study that his genuine identify is Georg Lauffer - , the hot shipment
is being carried to send with no additional research by way of the customs.And here, on the
latest, it dawns at the reader that Le Navire de bois (Le Fleuve sans rives, #1) whatever needs
to be mistaken with the ship: neither the content material of the coffin-shaped crates nor the
vacation Le Navire de bois (Le Fleuve sans rives, #1) spot of the send are recognized to the

group or maybe the captain, and through the method of sporting the crates it involves an
eruption of violence from the part of the Supercargo. the explanations why he we could a part of
the staff to be overwhelmed up aren't precisely clear, yet for this reason a part of the sailors are
brushed off and changed via seamen who won't ask questions and who will avoid the
mysterious cargo.These occasions supply the writer a chance to make the reader acquainted
with his critiques approximately existence in general:"A man or woman who has suffered a
sadness turns to the legislation of physics. a toddler who has simply burned himself with a
sparkling pink ember, tries, cautiously, to work out if a stick of purple sealing wax will injure him
within the similar way. And if windfall intends to offer him a radical wisdom of life, she we could
him make an identical try out at commonplace intervals. and maybe he'll achieve the information
that the crimson stuff—which is seemingly regularly the same—is occasionally hot, and
occasionally cool. And a small nook of the Le Navire de bois (Le Fleuve sans rives, #1) veil of
What occurs if lifted. He appears to be like into the abyss of causality and will see the face of
time as a mirrored image of eternity. walk in the park turns into questionable, the riddle extra
robust than knowledge. he'll not belief the opportunity that may burn him.""And a wave of
primitive remembrance came visiting them, the start of all Le Navire de bois (Le Fleuve sans
rives, #1) concept and its magical expiration, which got here out of the darkness of the room.
Laws, nonetheless doubtful which needs to for this reason were repealed. Metals, malleable as
wax, melted in hearth and never congealed. wooden as pliable as a reed. our bodies that
experience no weight, no face. Stones that may float. Magnetic mountains. A reversal of the
senses. The immense country of the unreliable.""The lighting fixtures have been on within the
nice sky dome, flickering in limitless space. Their chilly glow, uplifting the center or destroying it,
conveyed the misleading surprise of edifying ideas. thousands of human beings—and who is
familiar with if the animals don’t do a similar thing—look up on Le Navire de bois (Le Fleuve
sans rives, #1) the evening with uncomprehending eyes and switch inward to a forlorn or fearful
breast, their own. They see themselves as selected or rejected. Or what's far-off is as distant for
them because it pretends to be. It doesn't penetrate the miasma in their martyred blood. after
which back storms unfold their noise around the vapors of the earth. Now it was once the
glowing dew of loneliness that trickled down upon it.""Just because the pit of a mine was once a
hole amid rock, a boat was once a gap within the water within which lungs may breath. A
individual needed to worry mountains and water.""The end is inescapable that he should have
been jammed into the gap or sucked up. The wall needs to be there.""We have witnessed the
terrible back and again, a metamorphosis not anyone might foresee. A fit physique is
administered over by means of a truck, crushed. Blood, as soon as secreted, as soon as feeling
its means blindly during the body, pulsating in a meshwork of skinny streams, spreading the
chemically charged hormones and their mysterious services like a purple tree within man—this
blood now runs out shapelesssly in nice puddles. And nonetheless not anyone grasps that, in a
community of veins, it has form. yet much more horrible—the Le Navire de bois (Le Fleuve sans
rives, #1) Le Navire de bois (Le Fleuve sans rives, #1) demise fight itself, during which the
innumerable organs, which Le Navire de bois (Le Fleuve sans rives, #1) we think we feel, take
part. Terror is more desirable in us than delight.""The miracles of lifestyles turn into instruction
for a huge disillusionment and on the finish stands outdated age. amazing issues are not
anything yet steps that bring about crime, and the corruption of the senses looks the order of
the day.""When we commence to think… we're extra bare than at delivery and extra helpless.
And we're strangled within the noose of the shriveling umbilical cord."The captain of the ship,
Waldemar Strunk, is bringing his daughter Ellena on board, simply because he does not are

looking to depart her by myself at home. Her fiance Gustav Horn makes a decision to come
back on board as a stowaway. while the send is leaving port, the landlord is mysteriously
missing, and Gustav Le Navire de bois (Le Fleuve sans rives, #1) and Ellena are suspecting
that for a few unknown cause the landlord may additionally be on board as a stowaway.The
send is changing into progressively more a secret to the passengers and the crew. whereas
Ellena and Gustav are in Ellena's cabin, they detect that the lock isn't operating properly, and
hence the key of Gustav is exposed via the Supercargo. After it really is formally recognized that
Ellena's fiancee is on board, Gustav is jogging round on board and makes the acquaintance of
the crew. a few characters, just like the cook, the ship's chippie Klemens Fitte, and the youngest
sailor Alfred Tutein (who whispers on a number of events "Danger!" into Gustav's ear) are
brought extra closely. among Gustav and Tutein there turns out to develop an odd mutual
attraction, even if we readers can purely bet the character of this seen attraction.Gustav, the
most determine of the novel, is listening jam-packed with fascination to the tales of the primitive,
important and virile sailors. it is a uncomplicated international the place the lads are following
their animal instincts, an international that's thoroughly new to the trained Gustav."And he found
that he was once not as good as those men. that they had had adventure in each direction. At
fourteen that they had already unsuitable the thrill of Hell for the bliss of Paradise, and, later,
stood many times with empty fingers in a very illuminated Le Navire de bois (Le Fleuve sans
rives, #1) global . . . Gustave envied them, now not for his or her depressing experiences, yet
for the actual odor of fact which might by no means be his simply because he didn’t have the
courage, wasn’t sufficiently carefree, to enable himself be torn to shreds for no strong
reason."At an identical time, a few strategy of estrangement turns out to ensue among Gustav
and Ellena, who's assembly the Supercargo numerous instances with out Gustav's knowledge.
Gustav turns into jealous whilst he realizes that his fiancee has mystery conversations with
Lauffer, simply because he's suspecting that there's even more to them than Ellena desires to
make him believe."'You are suffering,' she stated simply. 'Why?''I can current my parables in a
special connection or in a distinct order,' he said. 'Millions of ears listen the mystical sound of
common sadness, precise or false, and fall prey to it. There exists just one pain, one passion,
on death. yet they glitter limitlessly in infinity, in movement everywhere. and each ray, the
recognized and the unknown, hums this eating rhythm, this melody of downfall. He who lays
himself open to it founders, is going up in flames, succumbs. maybe the best murals is the
masterpiece of omnipotence that is in every single place with a smooth voice. And we, its
servants, are being summoned to all issues at each moment. yet frequently we refuse. We close
ourselves off. but if are we so thoroughly Le Navire de bois (Le Fleuve sans rives, #1) fit or
invulnerable that soreness can't achieve us? while may we name ourselves out of the achieve
of death? the place is there peace and justice, a situation with no condemnation, that shall we
permit unhappiness move from us with impunity?''That is a thought of ways ache spreads Le
Navire de bois (Le Fleuve sans rives, #1) in this earth, from the celebrities or from Le Navire de
bois (Le Fleuve sans rives, #1) someplace or other.''But i do not wish it that way,' he said. 'I are
looking to adventure every thing yet i would like to stay as virtuous as matter, that's ignorant of
its personal manifestations. i Le Navire de bois (Le Fleuve sans rives, #1) would like to face at
my very own aspect while I scream or sink to the floor in convulsions. it's not that i am ready to
allow myself be wear trial as to if i'm an invaluable or an objectionable male animal. i've got
come into being and need to make myself at domestic within the situation as I please. i do not
break out the voice, I swing and twitch with it, yet i do not are looking to consider it as each
person else feels it.''You are crying.' The phrases come from her forced.'I know,' he said. 'But it

does not imply whatever to me.' "Things are escalating speedy after the illiterate chippie
Klemens Fitte, the son of a prostitute, is telling one of many strangest tales you'll ever learn on
your life: the tale of Kebad Kenya, a guy who desires to be buried alive and who makes Le
Navire de bois (Le Fleuve sans rives, #1) his pals who will inherit his substantial fortune kill his
favourite horse with none obvious reason."After all, it used to be his purpose to die with no
assistance from death, and Le Navire de bois (Le Fleuve sans rives, #1) the hassle to develop
into immobile and chilly took each ounce of his vigilance and strength."The tale of Kebad Kenya
leads the sailors to suspect that the coffin-shaped crates comprise useless (or living) human our
bodies they usually rush to wreck into the shipment room and open the 1st crate that proves
strangely to be empty.Ellena disappears all at once after a trip on the Supercargo's cabin. Is she
hiding within the ship? Has she jumped over board? used to be she killed - and via whom? A
seek is began within which the send is so broken that it truly is sinking and the team should be
evacuated. so much of them could be kept by way of an coming near near ship, yet Ellena's
destiny is still a mystery and mystery."Then it was once over. They climbed around the
shipment towards the door wherein that they had entered. Gustav, in a final attempt to return in
the direction of the content material of the cargo, threw himself down on one of many coffin-like
crates. He made the effort, no matter if with dwindling will energy and full of a premonition of
futility, to set up a few type of dating with the mysterious thing. It appeared silly to him, an errors
of human perception, that whatever might stay hidden that can be approached till just a couple
of centimeters lay between. however it used to be the standard factor to be struck with
blindness. Who may realize the affliction of his neighbor along with his eyes although it lay
palpable less than the skin? while Gustav arose from the crate a couple of seconds later, he
had guaranteed himself that the icy air of mystery which stuffed the carry had contaminated the
crates or, perhaps, they have been its sources. He felt as though he had thrown himself down at
the snows of a wintry field. And a white wraith of chilly crept as much as him."This long synopsis
does not resolution the query what occurred to Ellena as the send (the name may be The wood
send - in German it truly is Das Holzschiff and never Das Schiff) is simply the overture to a real
monster of a novel. Fluss ohne Ufer (River with out Banks) has approximately 2500 pages of
which in simple terms the 1st half is translated into English.True, The send is a stand-alone
novel. yet nonetheless it truly is this sort of pity that this nice and in lots of methods distinctive
novel isn't really to be had in English. (It has been translated to French though).It's author, Hans
Henny Jahnn, was once a different figure, and the booklet is not like the other publication you
are going to encounter in the course of your life. In a way, it's devastating and it would be this
sort of books that experience the aptitude to alter your life.In Jahnn's global there isn't any God,
no metaphysics. conventional ideas of moral, guilt, progress, are rejected. guy isn't really better
to the remainder of the creatures, the animal is his equivalent and in lots of methods even
superior. (Jahnn used to be an early recommend of animal rights and likewise a number one
determine Le Navire de bois (Le Fleuve sans rives, #1) within the move opposed to nuclear
arms).That Jahnn's novels, performs and tales are jam-packed with arguable issues like sadomasochism, homo- and bi-sexuality, incest and others that might repel part of the readership,
didn't precisely support his popularity. yet this can be a pity, simply because regardless of all
that, Jahnn is any such nice author. different the reason why Jahnn isn't renowned got by way
of literary critic Ulrich Greiner in his essay "The seven lethal sins of Hans Henny Jahnn". He
writes:"There is not any consolation. "It is what it is, and it's terrible." No God is conceivable,
enlightenment a fiasco, cause just a flatus vocis, growth a catastrophic joke. irrespective of
during which course Jahnn thinks, regardless of which approach his painful heroes are

pursuing, irrespective of which imaginative and prescient is lights up within the moment: the
aporia is indissoluble, the radical can't be concluded, the creative attempt a failure. on the end,
there's merely darkness. That leaves a sour taste. this isn't very digestible."Many of the
mysteries of The send are exposed within the untranslated a part of River with no Banks. the
place is the writer that makes this masterpiece that has no similarity to the other novel, on hand
to anglophone readers?
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